Predicting the host protein interactors of Chandipura virus using a structural similarity-based approach.
Chandipura virus (CHPV), alike other pathogens, exploits the cellular infrastructure of their hosts through complex network of interactions for successful infection. CHPV being a recently emerged pediatric encephalitic virus, the mechanisms involved in the establishment of viral persistence are still ill defined. Because the protein interface between CHPV and its host provides one means by which the virus invades and seize control of their human host machinery, the authors in this study have employed computational methods to create a network of putative protein-protein interactions between CHPV and its human host to shed light on the hitherto less-known CHPV biology. On the basis of the 2105 potential interactions predicted among 1650 human proteins and the five proteins of CHPV, the authors decipher the probable mode by which the virus manipulates the biological pathways of its host toward its own end and replicates while evading the immune system. Identification of such conserved set of putative interactions that allow the virus to take control of the host has the potential to deepen our understanding of the virus-specific remodeling processes of the host cell and illuminate new arenas of disease intervention.